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The behavior of a neutral polyampholyte~PA! chain withN monomers, in an ionic solution, is analyzed in
the framework of the full Debye-Hu¨ckel-Bjerrum-Flory~DHBjF! theory. A PA chain, that in addition to the
neutral monomers, also contains an equal number of positively and negatively charged monomers, is dissolved
in an ionic solution. Forhigh concentrations of salt and at high temperatures, the PA exists in an extended
state. As the temperature is decreased, the electrostatic energy becomes more relevant and at aT5Tu the
system collapses into a dilute globular state, or microelectrolyte. This state contains a concentration of salt
higher than the surrounding medium. As the temperature is decreased even further, association between the
monomers of the polymer and the ions of the salt becomes relevant and there is a crossover from this globular
state to a low temperature extended state. Forlow densities of salt, the system is collapsed for almost all
temperatures and exhibits a first-order phase transition to an extended state at an unphysical low temperature.
@S1063-651X~96!00712-X#

PACS number~s!: 36.20.Ey, 64.60.Cn, 82.35.1t, 87.15.By

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a lot of interest in the study
of the physical properties of macromolecules. When dis-
solved in a good solvent, a neutral macromolecule, that is,
made ofN units ~monomers!, is characterized by a radius of
gyration that scales asR;Nna, with n53/5. In a bad sol-
vent, as the temperature is lowered, a polymer undergoes a
phase transition from an extended state, characterized by
n53/5, to a compact globular state, withn51/3. At the tran-
sition pointT5Tu the system assumes a coil configuration,
with n51/2. The transition resembles the tricritical behavior
present in some magnetic materials@1# and can be described
by the Flory–de Gennes theory@1–4#.

In nature, however, charged polymers are prevalent. They
can be divided into two classes, polyelectrolytes and polyam-
pholytes~PAs!. The most common example of a polyelectro-
lyte is a DNA dissolved in water@5#. Upon dilution, the
phosphate groups of the DNA molecule lose their H1 atoms
and become ionized. All the ionized groups of the polyion
carry the charge of the same sign. The repulsion between the
like charges helps to stretch the molecule and contributes to
the overall persistence length of a polyion@6,7#.

Proteins, on the other hand, are an example of polyam-
pholytes. A PA molecule can have monomers of either posi-
tive or negative charge. Thus two extremes are possible. In
one extreme, we can have a neutral PA, in which the number
of positive monomers is exactly equal to the number of nega-
tive monomers. In the other extreme, all the monomers can
be of the same sign, in which case a PA will be equal to a
polyelectrolyte. In this paper we shall confine our attention
to the case of a neutral PA.

In contrast to a normal polymers, the understanding of
PAs is rather poor. This is due to the difficulty of properly
accounting for the long-range Coulomb interaction between
the monomers of a PA. The long-range electrostatic interac-
tion is qualitatively different from the short-range excluded
volume repulsion, that drives the coil-globule transition in a

usual uncharged polymer. Consequently, our understanding
of the full conformational structure of the PA is rather in-
complete.

One of the first attempts to study a neutral PA was done
by Edwards, King, and Pincus@8#. They argued, on the basis
of the Debye-Hu¨ckel ~DH! limiting law, that when the poly-
mer chain is in a nonionic solvent, the competition between
the net attractive electrostatic energy of the PA and the re-
duction in its entropy, due to the confinement in a sphere
smaller than its natural radius, leads to a transition from an
extended coil to a ‘‘dilute globular state’’~microelectrolyte!.
The microelectrolyte is characterized by a density smaller
than that of the collapsed state of a chain made of neutral
monomers. The microelectrolyte picture of a PA was further
extended and elaborated in the work of Higgs and Joanny
@9#, who have concluded that a sufficiently long PA will
always be collapsed.

In a recent papers, we have investigated@10,11# the pos-
sibility of a different type of coil-globule transition in a neu-
tral nonalternating PA. In the absence of salt, the behavior of
a neutral PA, withN charged monomers, was analyzed in the
framework of the full DH theory@12#, augmented by Bjer-
rum’s idea of ion association@13# and Flory’s affine network
theory @14# of rubber elasticity. In this approach, allowance
was made for the fact that a strong electrostatic attraction
between the unlike monomers makes it favorable for them to
associate forming intermolecular bridges. The PA molecule
then resembles an affine network with the crosslinks of func-
tionality 4 @15#. It was found that at high temperatures the
crosslinks are quite rare, and the picture of a PA as existing
in a dilute globular state remains unchanged, with the radius
of gyration scaling asR;aNn andn51/3 ~microelectrolyte!,
as predicted by Edwardset al. @8,9#. As the temperature is
decreased, the ionic association becomes energetically favor-
able. At very low temperatures, the fraction of unassociated
charged monomers approaches zero and the PA molecule
resembles a microgel, withn52/5 ~compare with the Flory
exponentnF53/5). The two states are separated by a first-
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order phase transition. It is interesting to note that unlike the
case of an usual neutral polymer, the extended state of PA
(n52/5) occurs at low temperatures.

In order to analyze the effects of the addition of salt to the
polymeric solution@16#, Higgs and Joanny@9# extended Ed-
wards, King, and Pincus@8# method, including the electro-
static interaction between the charged monomers of the chain
and the free ions of the salt. They considered the case where
the density of charges on the PA is of the same order of
magnitude as the density of added salt. They have concluded
that the only effect of added salt was to renormalize the
second virial coefficient, adding an attractive term to it. At
high temperatures and in a good solvent, the excluded vol-
ume term dominates the attractive DH contribution and the
chain is extended. As the temperature is decreased, the elec-
trostatic contribution balances the excluded volume contribu-
tion and the polymer collapses into a dilute globular state.

Higgs and Joanny’s theory~HJ!, however, is based on the
assumption that the density of the polymer is close to the
density of salt, which is actually a good approximation only
when the densities are quite high. Furthermore, since HJ
work in the framework of the linearized DH theory, their
conclusions can only be trusted at high temperatures and
cannot be extended to the low temperatures, where they find
an unphysical divergence of the concentration of ions near
the PA.

In order to further explore these issues, we analyze this
problem in the framework of the full Debye-Hu¨ckel
Bjerrum-Flory ~DHBjF!. The possible association between
the counterions and the monomers of the chain is explicitly
taken into account. In a good solvent and for density of salt
r0. r̄ ( r̄ is the density of polymer in extended state at high
temperatures!, corresponding to the region where HJ found
the transition, the system has the following behavior. For
high temperatures, the repulsion due to the excluded volume
dominates over the DH electrostatic attraction and the poly-
mer is extended. The counterion association is insignificant
in this region. As the temperature is decreased, the electro-
static energy prevails and atT5Tu the system collapses into
the dilute globular state, in agreement with the HJ predic-
tions. We obtain explicitly the values of the transition tem-
perature for different densities of salt and for different vol-
ume fractions of charged monomers. As the temperature is
lowered even further, the counterion-monomer association
becomes energetically favorable. The number of ions of salt
attached to the chain increases. AsT→0, the fraction of
unpaired monomers approaches zero and the PA molecule
becomes extended like a usual neutral polymer. Within our
approach we find that the instability observed by HJ is hid-
den inside the metastable region of the salt solution. Further-
more, beyond the HJ results, we are able to investigate the
properties of a polymer-salt solution when the density of salt
is quite small. We find that forr0, r̄, the fluctuation induced
attraction between the monomers is strong and the polymer
exists in a dilute collapsed state foralmostall temperatures.
At very low temperatures and low densities, the system un-
dergoes a first-order transition into an extended state.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II our model
for PA 1 salt is presented and the Helmoltz free energy of
the composed system is constructed. A full thermodynamic
analysis is formulated in Sec. III, in particular, the equations

that determine the equilibrium configurations of the system.
In Sec. IV a detailed discussion of our results is presented.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

A. Introduction

We consider a polyampholyte~PA! chain consisting of
N constitutional units~hereafter referred to as monomers! of
three different types:NN neutral monomers, (N2NN)/2
positive monomers and (N2NN)/2 negative monomers, ran-
domly distributed along the chain, each spherical in shape
with a diametera. The polymer chain occupies an effective
sphere of volumeVi54pR3/3, whereR, the radius of gyra-
tion, measures the end-to-end extension of the polymer. The
reduced density of monomersr*5ra3 inside the globule is
r*53Na3/(4pR3).

The solvent that occupies the total volumeV of the sys-
tem is represented by a uniform medium of a dielectric con-
stante in which an amount of simple 1:1 salt has been added.
The positive and negative ions of salt dissolved in the sol-
vent have a fixed densitiesr05r0

11r0
252r0

152r0
2 . The

basic approximations of our model are~1! in the limit of
large dilution we can neglect the interactions between differ-
ent PAs and concentrate our attention on one chain.~2! The
most relevant interaction between the monomers of the chain
and the free ions of salt is of electrostatic nature. For sim-
plicity, the excluded volume interactions between the PA and
the salt will be neglected.~3! The short-range interactions
between the polymer and nonionic solvent are included in
the effective value of the second virial coefficient.

The strong electrostatic interactions make it favorable for
the ions of salt to associate with the PA. After the thermal
equilibrium is achieved, the chain is composed of three dif-
ferent structures: neutral monomers, free charged monomers,
and monomers that have an associated ion of salt attached to
them ~see Fig. 1!. We shall refer to the latter as a ‘‘dipolar
pair.’’ The total number of monomers can then be written as

FIG. 1. Schematic drawings of a PA chain withN neutral mono-
merss, (N2NN)/2 positive monomers% , and (N2NN)/2 mono-
mers*, immersed in an ionic solution. The salt ions can associate
with the positive and negative monomers of the chain, forming
dipolar pairs. The PA is confined to a spherical region of radius
R.
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N5NN1Np
11Np

21Nd , ~1!

whereNp
1 andNp

2 are the number of unassociated positive
and negative monomers andNd is the total number of di-
poles. Definingf as the number fraction of charged mono-
mers in the PA, andx as the fraction of charged monomers
that form dipoles, we can write

NN[~12 f !N, neutral,

Np
1[

f

2
~12x!N5Np

2 , charged,

Nd[ f xN, dipoles. ~2!

It is then possible to express the densities of neutrals,
charges, and dipolar pairs, in terms of the total density of the
chainr[N/Vi by the expressions

rN[~12 f !r,

r1[
f

2
~12x!r5r2,

rd[ f xr5rd
11rd

2 , ~3!

where rd
1 and rd

2 are the densities of dipoles containing
positive and negative monomers, respectively. In principle,
ions of salt are different from the monomers of the PA and
the dipoles formed of positive and negative monomers have
to be distinguished. Since, however, the PA is neutral, in
equilibrium rd

15rd
2 .

The salt particles are free to move along the whole vol-
ume of the composed system. In the absence of the PA, the
positive and negative charges are uniformly distributed with
a constant densityr0. In the presence of PA, due to electro-
static fluctuations, the density of salt near the polymer isnot
equal tor0. Therefore, in order to treat the problem in a
simple way, we shall divide the total system of volumeV
into two subregions: ‘‘inside’’ and ‘‘outside’’ the volume
Vi . The density of salt particles outside is uniform and equal
to r05N0 /V0, whereV5Vi1V0. The density of the salt
inside the volumeVi is rs5rs

11rs
2 . Since there is an equal

number of positive and negative free ions,rs
15rs

25rs/2
[Ns /Vi .

B. Helmoltz free energy

The Helmoltz free energy for the whole system is the sum
of two termsF5Fi1F0. The ‘‘inside’’ free energyFi , as-
sociated with the subregion where the polymer and the salt
coexist, and the ‘‘outside’’ contributionF0, for the regions
where only salt is present. The free energy in the outside
region is composed of~i! an energy due to short-range repul-
sion; ~ii ! an electrostatic energy due to the interaction be-
tween ions;~iii ! and the kinetic-entropic contribution. For the
inside region, the Helmoltz free energyFi , contains~i! an
elastic contribution due to the elongation and contraction of
the chain;~ii ! an energy due to the monomer-monomer in-
teraction;~iii ! an energy due to the ion-ion short range repul-
sion; ~iv! an electrostatic energy of monomer-monomer, salt-

salt, and monomer-salt interactions;~v! an entropic energy
due to the mixing of the different types of particles present
inside the regionVi .

1. Elastic free energy

According to the Flory–de Gennes@2,14,17# theory, the
elastic free energy of the chain is@18#

bFel5
3
2 ~a221!23 lna, ~4!

wherea5R/R0 is the expansion factor of the chain, mea-
sured relative to the nonstrained Gaussian state with radius
R0'aAN.

2. Free energy of excluded volume

Following the usual Flory–de Gennes@1–4# theory, the
short-range interactions between the particles of the chain, at
low densities, are approximated by a virial expansion

bFHC
p 5

N

2
W1r1

N

2
W2r

2, ~5!

whereW1 andW2 are second and the third virial coefficients.
The excluded volume interaction for the salt is approxi-

mated by the free-volume form@19,20#

bFHC
s 52Virsln~12Brs!, ~6!

whereB is chosen to yield appropriate maximal packing den-
sities or to match high-T second virial coefficient. Since we
are assuming that the relevant interaction between the mono-
mers and the salt particles is electrostatic, we do not consider
the excluded volume repulsion between the free ions inside
Vi and the monomers. OutsideVi , the excluded volume con-
tribution to the Helmoltz free energy is

bFHC
0 52V0r0ln~12Br0!, ~7!

and, for small densitiesr0, it can be neglected.

3. Electrostatic term

The electrostatic interaction between the charges is calcu-
lated in the framework of the Debye-Hu¨ckel ~DH! theory.
The standard argument leads to@12,19–21#

bFDH52
N1

T* ~ka!2 F ln~ka11!1
~ka!2

2
2kaG . ~8!

InsideVi , the inverse Debye screening lengthk51/jD , is
determined by all free unassociated charged species, i.e.,
both monomers and salt ions, so that (ka)254pr1* /T* ,
wherer1*5a3N1 /Vi5rs*1 f (12x)r* andT*5kBTea/q2.
Outside the volumeVi , the Debye length is determined by
the concentration of salt (ka)25(k0a)

254pr0* /T* .
The DHBj theory has proven to be successful in giving

the correct qualitative picture of a simple electrolyte@19–
21#. Thus, while inclusion of higher-order contributions,
such as dipole-ion and dipole-dipole interactions, improves
the quantitative agreement of the theory with experiments
@22# and Monte Carlo~MC! simulations@23#, most of the
important physics is already captured at the DHBj level@20#.
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As a leading-order approximation we shall, therefore, treat
the dipolar clusters as ideal noninteracting specie.

4. Free energy of mixing

Inside the volumeVi , the system is composed of a mix-
ture of neutral, positive and negative monomers, as well as,
positive and negative ions of salt, and dipoles made of mono-
mers and associated counterion. If the bonds connecting the
monomers were cut, we would have a ‘‘gas’’ made of these
species. The ideal gas free energy of the mixture is

bFid5(
j

FNj ln
r jL j

3kj

j j
2Nj G , ~9!

where L j (T) is the mean thermal wavelength,
L j (T)5h/A2pm̄jkBT, m̄j is the geometric mean mass for a
cluster ofkj units, andj j (T) is the internal partition func-
tion. The indexj specifies all the possible species: positive,
negative, and neutral monomers, dipoles, and positive and
negative free ions. In our casekN5k25k15ks51 and
k252. To simplify the notation, we shall take the masses of
both monomers and ions to be equal tom; therefore,
L j (T)5L. Since all the monomers are hard spheres, the
molecular partition is a constantjN5j15js5j51. For di-
poles, however, the internal partition function is@13#

j2~T* !54pE
a

c

ea/rT* r 2dr[K~T* !, ~10!

whereK(T* ) defines an association constant for the forma-
tion of bound dipolar pairs. For the cutoffc, we use the
Bjerrum’s choicea/2T* which corresponds to the inflection
point of the integral as a function ofc. The Bjerrum equilib-
rium constant is

K~T* !5
2pa3

3~T* !3 FEiS 1

T* D2Ei~2!1e2G2
2pa3

3
e1/T*

3F21
1

T*
1

1

~T* !2G . ~11!

As was shown by Ebeling@24# the low temperature asymp-
totic value of this constant is inexactagreement with the
cluster expansion@25#.

While the ions of the salt are free to move independently
of each other, the monomers of PA are constrained by the
bonds that maintain the integrity of the chain. Equation~9!,
therefore, overestimate the entropic free energy by the
amount equivalent to the free energy of the ideal gas com-
posed ofN particles. The free energy of mixing is therefore,

bFMIX5(
j

FNj ln
r jL j

3kj

j j
2Nj G2FNlnrL3

j
2NG

5VirNlnL3rN1Vir
1lnL3r11Vir

2lnL3r2

1Vird
1lnL6

rd
1

K~T* !
1Vird

2lnL6
rd

2

K~T* !

1Virs
1lnL3rs

11Virs
2lnL3rs

22Vir lnL3r2Virs
1

2Virs
2 . ~12!

Outside, inV0, the entropic contribution to the free energy
is given by an ideal gas free energy

bFid
0 5V0r0

1lnL3r0
11V0r0

2lnL3r0
22V0r0

12V0r0
2 .

~13!

III. THERMODYNAMICS OF THE SYSTEM

The equilibrium configuration of the PA1 salt system is
determined by the minimization of the Gibbs free energy.
Since the total system is composed of two subregions, the
total Gibbs free energy can be written asG[Gi1G0, where
Gi is the Gibbs free energy of the subsystem formed by the
‘‘inside’’ region andG0 is the Gibbs free energy for ‘‘out-
side’’ region,V0. The minimization of the total free energy
implies thatdG[dGi1dG050 and, consequently,

05
]Gi

]Vi
dVi1

]G0

]V0
dV01

]Gi

]Np
1 dNp

11
]Gi

]Np
2 dNp

2

1
]Gi

]Nd
1 dNd

11
]Gi

]Nd
2 dNd

21
]Gi

]Ns
1 dNs

11
]Gi

]Ns
2 dNs

2

1
]G0

]N0
1 dN0

11
]G0

]N0
2 dN0

2 . ~14!

The total volume of the system is fixed,V5Vi1V0,
which leads to the conditiondVi52dV0 and, consequently,
to the equality of the osmotic pressuresP[2]G/]V inside
and outside the globule,

Pi[Pp1Ps5P0 . ~15!

In the above expression, our first condition for equilibrium,
Pp , Ps, andP0 are the osmotic pressures of the polymer,
salt inside the volumeVi , and salt inV0, respectively.

Now, since the total number of ions of salt,
Ns

21Ns
11Nd

11Nd
21N0

21N0
1, and the total number of

monomers that contain charges,Np
21Np

11Nd
21Nd

1 ~inside
Vi), are constants, we havedNp52dNd ~where
Nd5Nd

11Nd
2 and Np5Np

21Np
1) and dN052dNd2dNs

~where Ns5Ns
21Ns

1 and N05N0
21N0

1). Furthermore,
since we are considering a neutral PA and a neutral salt
solution, the chemical potentials,ms

6[]G/]Ns
6 and

mp
6[]G/]Np

6 for negative and positive species are equal
ms

25ms
15ms and mp

25mp
15mp . Therefore, Eq.~14! be-

comes

052mpdNd1mddNd1msdNs2m0~dNs1dNd!50 ,
~16!

wheremp andmd are the chemical potentials of the charged
monomers and the dipoles along the chain andms andm0 are
the chemical potentials of free salt inside and outside the
volumeVi , respectively. Since the number of dipole pairs
and free ions are independent variables, the Eq.~16! leads to
two additional equilibrium conditions: the chemical associa-
tion

mp1ms5md , ~17!
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and the condition for free exchange of salt between the ‘‘in-
side’’ and the ‘‘outside’’ regions

m05ms . ~18!

Instead of working with a full system composed of both
the ‘‘inside’’ and the ‘‘outside’’ regions, we can confine our
attention strictly to the ‘‘inside’’ region, at the expanse of
introducing some Lagrange multipliers. This leads to anef-
fectiveGibbs free energy

bG5bF1bP0V2bm0Ns2bm0Nd , ~19!

whereF is the Helmoltz free energy of the ‘‘inside’’ region,

bF5bFel1bFHC
p 1bFHC

s 1bFDH1bFMIX , ~20!

and the pressureP0 and the chemical potentialm0 play the
role of Lagrange multipliers. All the thermodynamic infor-
mation about the ‘‘inside’’ region is now contained inG. The
equilibrium state of the PA1 salt subsystem is determined
by the minimization ofG, dG50,

S ]bF

]V
1bP0DdV1S ]bF

]Ns
2bm0DdNs1S ]bF

]Nd
2bm0DdNd

1
]bF

]Np
dNp50 . ~21!

Making once again use of the conservation of the number of
charged monomers and of the number of particles of salt, it
is not hard to show that this reduces to three equilibrium Eqs.
~15!, ~17!, and~18!, respectively.

To find the quilibrium state of the PA1 salt system, these
equations must be solved simultaneously. Explicitly, the con-
ditions for equality of pressures and for free exchange of salt
between the ‘‘inside’’ and the ‘‘outside’’ regions are, respec-
tively,

rs1
Brs

2

12Brs
1

1

8pa3 F2ln~z11!2
z~z12!

z11 G2
3~a221!

4pa3a3N3/2

1
W1

2
r2

5r01
Br0

2

12Br0
1

1

8pa3 F2ln~z011!2
z0~z012!

z011 G ,
~22!

wherez[ka5A4pr1* /T* andz0[k0a5A4pr0* /T* and,

~12Brs!r0
~12Br0!rs

5expF2
1

2T* F z

z11
2

z0
z011G

1
Brs

12Brs
2

Br0
12Br0

G . ~23!

The condition of chemical equilibrium between the di-
poles and the monopoles reduces to,

2x

~12x!rs
5

K~T* !

12Brs
expF2

1

T*
z

z11
1

Brs
12Brs

G . ~24!

The equilibrium configuration of the PA, for a fixedT and
r0, is given by the solutions of the coupled Eqs.~22!, ~23!,
and ~24!.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For a fixed temperature and the external densityr0, these
equations can now be solved to yield the values ofa, x, and
rs . However, as the temperature is lowered, belowTc* ~see
Appendix A for details!, the salt solution phase separates
into a high ~liquid! and low ~vapor! density phases. A PA
then finds itself either in the high or low density phase of the

FIG. 2. ~a! The coexistence curve for the simple 1:1 salt, for the
restricted primitive model~RPM! according to Debye-Hu¨ckel ~DH!
theory, with hard-core repulsive contributions. The region inside the
dotted box is represented in the inset. The critical point~open dia-
mond! is Tc*'0.062 04 andrc*'0.004 67. The two possible paths
for the density of saltr0 are represented by (V) on the vapor side of
coexistence curve~open circles! and (L) on the liquid side of co-
existence curve~open squares!. The dashed line represents the HJ
line of instability, and the dotted-dashed line is the minimum den-
sity r̄ of the polymer. The solid line represents theu temperature
Tu ; ~b! The transition temperatureTu in K as a function of density
in moles~mol!. In Eq. ~B5! we have used the hydrated diameter of
counterionsa54 Å and the hard sphere second virial termW1

54pa3/3. The square represents the only experimentally available
point from Ref.@26#.
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salt solution~see Fig. 2!. We shall assume that the PA will
be in the high density phase if the original densityr0.rc ,
whererc is the critical point density for the pure salt solution
@19,20#, and in the low density phaser0,rc . We chose a
path such that, as the temperature is lowered, the density of
the salt remains constant and equal tor0 up toTs* @the tem-
perature at whichr05rs(Ts* ), wherers is the coexistence
curve boundary#. Below Ts* r05rs(T* ).

In order to obtain the phase diagram of the system, we
assumedW154pa3/3, the value corresponding to the sec-
ond virial coefficient for the gas of hard spheres,N5100 and
f51. We chose two different paths: one on the vapor side of
the coexistence curve, represented by the pathV in Fig. 2
and another on the liquid side of the coexistence curve, rep-
resented by the pathL.

First, the high temperature density of the salt outside the
volumeVi was fixed atr0*50.0139. r̄* ~corresponding to
Ts*50.06), which implies a quench on the liquid side of the
coexistence curve as shown in Fig. 2. Here,r̄*.0.0065 is
the reduced density of the polymer in the extended state,
associated witha5ā, wherea is the solution of Eq.~27!,
withW1.0 @see Fig. 4~b!#. Solving Eqs.~22!, ~23!, and~24!,
the following phase diagram arises~see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4!. At
high temperatures, the excluded volume repulsion is the
dominant interaction and the polymer is extended~scaling as
n53/5). As the temperature is decreased, the fluctuation in-
duced electrostatic attraction increases and, at a temperature
Tu* the polymer collapses into a dilute globular state, the
microelectrolyte~see Appendix B for details!. As the tem-
perature is decreased even further, association between the
monomer and the counterions begins to takes place. The val-
ues ofx anda smoothly increases and the polymer expands.
Meanwhile, the density of the salt inside the globule ap-
proaches from above the value of the density outside the
volumeVi ,rs

l (T). In the Appendix B this collapse transition
is analyzed in detail and the transition temperatureTu* is
calculated in the framework of the full DH theory for differ-
ent values of salt density and fraction of charged monomers.
The unphysical divergence of the density of salt in the vicin-
ity of a PA, encountered by HJ is no longer present, being
hidden inside the coexistence region, as shown in Fig. 2.

Next, the high temperature density of salt outsideVi was
fixed at r0*50.003,rc* ~at Ts*50.0618), which implies a
path on the vapor side of the coexistence curve. The solution
of Eqs. ~22!, ~23!, and ~24! leads to the phase diagram for
this region, shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. Even for high tem-
peratures, the electrostatic energy is quite large and, conse-

quently, the polymer is found in the dilute globular state for
any physical temperature. Therefore, no high temperature
collapse transition is found, when the density of salt is
r0, r̄. As the temperature is lowered, however, the ionic
association becomes energetically favorable and the free ions

FIG. 3. Schematic phase diagram for:~a! r0 on the vapor side
and~b! r0 on the liquid side of the coexistence curve. The tempera-
tureTz* is very low.

FIG. 4. ~a! Fraction of dipolesx, ~b! expansion factora, and~c!
reduced density of salt inside of spherical regionrs* for a quench on
the liquid side of the coexistence curve, is shown against the tem-
perature, forN5100, f51 andW154pa3/3. The dashed line in~c!
represents the coexistence boundary.
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of the salt to condense onto the charged monomers of the
PA. Indeed, in this regionx, rs , and a are not a single
valued function. Besides the dilute globular state~designed
with d in Fig. 5!, there are two other branches: one meta-

stable~designed withm in Fig. 5! and another stable branch
~assigned byl in Fig. 5!. In the presence of a good solvent,
the polymer in this last stable branch is actually extended. At
T*'Tz* ~see Fig. 3!, there is a first-order phase transition
between the dilute globular state and the low temperature
extended state. This transition actually happens at such a low
temperature~see Appendix C for details!, that it is even dif-
ficult to give a good estimate numerically.

For a quench on vapor side, as the temperature is de-
creased, the density of the salt insideVi ,rs , exhibits an
interesting behavior. Even if the density outsideVi is fixed at
the vapor phase, the density insideVi is atrs

l (T* ) @see Fig.
5~c!#. The salt actually separates in two phases, a liquid
phase inside the globule and a vapor phase outside. There-
fore, even for a very low density of the salt outside the glob-
ule r05rs

v (T* ) the density of salt inside is quite large
@rs5rs

l (T* )#.
Finally, the density of the salt was fixed atrc*,r0*

50.006 36, r̄* ~atT*50.0619), which implies a quench on
the liquid side of the coexistence curve, but in the region
where the collapse transition is absent. In this case, like in
the preceding situation, the polymer is in the dilute globular
state for almost all temperatures. Differently from what has
happened on the vapor side of the coexistence curve, at low
temperatures there is a smooth crossover from the globular
state to the extended state.

As we pointed out in the last two cases, when the density
of the salt is smallr0, r̄ the DH contribution is governed by
the densityr of polymer. For large temperatures, there are
almost no dipoles,x→0 and the density of salt inside the
volumeVi approaches the value outsider0. In this regionz
becomes small and the DH limiting law can be used in Eq.
~22!, which becomes

2
3~a221!

4pa3a3N3/21
W1

2
r21WEr3/250 , ~25!

whereWE[ f a3/2A4 fp/6(T* )3/2. In theN→` limit, the so-
lution of Eq.~25! implies a finite value for the densityr and,
consequently, the size of the polymer scales as

R5a0N
1/3, ~26!

wherea0[3T* (W1* /4p)2/3a/ f (12x), with W1*[W1 /a
3 as

a dimensionless parameter, corresponding to the quality of
the solvent.

Below Tz* the conformation of the PA is governed by
branchl ~see Appendix C!. Since along this branch all the
monomers are neutralized by the counterion, the attractive
electrostatic interaction is absent and in Eq.~22! the hard-
core repulsive term~repulsive! has to be balanced by the
elastic term~attractive!. In this case, we find that

2
3~a221!

4pa3a3N3/21
W1

2
r21W2r

350 , ~27!

which is the same as for a neutral polymer:
~i! If W1@0 ~good solvent!, the elastic term

23(a221)/4pa3a3N3/2 balances the hard-core contribution

FIG. 5. ~a! Fraction of dipolesx, ~b! expansion factora, and~c!
reduced density of salt inside of spherical region, for a quench on
the vapor side of the coexistence curve, is shown against the tem-
perature, forN5100, f51 andW154pa3/3. The stable branchd
represents a dilute collapsed state,l represents a stable extended
state andm is a metastable state. Notice how the density of salt
inside the globule asymptotes to the liquid side of the phase bound-
ary in d, even if the density outsider0 is fixed at the vapor phase.
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W1r
2/2 and gives a radius of GyrationR5a1N

3/5, where the
amplitudea1[(3W1* /8p)1/5a. So, the PA is in an extended
state;

~ii ! if W150 (u solvent!, the second virial term is zero,
and the elastic term balances the third virialW2r

3. In
this case the radius scales asR5a2N

1/2, where a2
[@9W2* /(4p)2#1/8a, andW2*[W2 /a

6. In this case, the PA
behaves like a coil;

~iii ! if W1!0 ~poor solvent!, the second virial coeffi-
cient uW1ur2/2 balances the third virialW2r

3 and the
radius of Gyration scales asR5a3N

1/3, where a3
[(3W2* /2puW1* u)1/3a. Thus, the PA is in a dense collapsed
state.

Unfortunately this interesting behavior will be impossible
to observe experimentally sinceTz* is too low.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have analyzed the behavior of a neutral
polyampholyte in the presence of salt, using the full Debye-
Hückel-Bjerrum-Flory~DHBjF! theory. Allowing for the as-
sociation between the charged monomers and the free ions of
salt, we found that when the density of salt is larger0. r̄, at
high temperatures the PA is extended. As the temperature is
decreased, there is a collapsed transition to a dilute collapsed
state atT5Tu . As the temperature is decreased even further,
the free ions of the salt associate with the charged mono-
mers, decreasing the electrostatic attraction. In fact, at zero
temperature, all of the monomers are neutralized and, since
there is no free charges left, the chain behaves as a usual
neutral polymer. Therefore, in the presence of a good sol-
vent, there is a crossover from a dilute globular state to an
extended state at low temperatures. If the density of salt is
small r0, r̄ the polymer is in the dilute collapsed state for
almost all temperatures.

This behavior is similar to that found experimentally by
Corpart and Candau@26# in their study of an aqueous solu-
tion of neutral PAs. They observed that a neutral chain con-
taining equal number of positive and negative monomers is
insoluble in a low density electrolyte. This is in agreement
with our conclusion that the PA will remain collapsed if the
density of salt is less thanr̄. If the density of salt is increased
abover̄, for T.Tu , the chain swells and becomes soluble.
This is indeed what was observed in the experiments of@26#.

Our analysis extends the work of HJ. We obtain explicitly
the value of the transition temperatureTu ~Fig. 2! as a func-
tion of salt density. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the
unphysical instability observed by HJ is a result of their use
of the Debye-Hu¨ckel limiting law and is hidden inside the
metastable region when the full DHBj theory is applied.
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APPENDIX A: COEXISTENCE CURVE FOR THE SALT

The salt solution exhibits two possible phases, liquid
~high density!, and vapor~low density!. The coexistence

curve boundaryrs(T* ) between these phases is given by the
solutions of the coupled equations

P~rs
v !5P~rs

l !, ~A1!

and

m~rs
v !5m~rs

l !, ~A2!

whereP[2]bF/]V andm[]bF/]N. The Helmoltz free
energybF5bFHC1bFDH1bFid is given by the Eqs.~7!,
~8!, and~13!. Explicitly,

P~rs!5rs1
Brs

2

12Brs
1

1

8pa3 F2ln~z11!2
z~z12!

z11 G
~A3!

and

m~rs!52
1

2T*
z

z11
1 lnL3

rs

2
2 ln~12Brs!1

Brs

12Brs
,

~A4!

wherez5A4prs* /T* . The resulting coexistence curve, for
B54a3/3A3 ~bcc packing!, is shown in Fig. 2 and, for low
temperatures, the vapor and liquid branches are given ana-
lytically by

rs
v'

1

a3
expF2

1

2T*
1
1

2 S 1

prM* T*
D 1/2

1S 2
1

2
1

1

8prM*
D lnT*2 ln4A p

rM*
2
ln4prM*

8prM*
G ~A5!

and

rs
l '

1

a3
rM* F124AprM* T*22T* ln

1

T*

2~2 ln4prM* 2228prM* !T* G , ~A6!

where rM* [a3/B is the maximum packing density. As the
temperatureT*→Tc* rs

l 2rs
v→0 and at the critical point

rs
v5rs

l 5rc . The critical temperature and density are
Tc*'0.062 04 andrc*'0.004 67. In this case, the reduced
temperature is only 9% higher than the MC estimate
(Tc*50.057615 ,rc*50.03078) @23#, but the critical den-
sity is too small. The low value of critical density is due to
the fact that DH theory omits important nonlinear configura-
tions, such as formation of cluster, dipoles, quadrupoles, etc.
This configurations can be reintroduced into the theory by
allowing for the existence of equilibrium between monopoles
and clusters. At the simplest level that we are considering in
this paper, salt dipoles are taken as neutral species that do not
interact electrostatically with PA, and can be ignored.

APPENDIX B: THE TEMPERATURE Tu*

In this Appendix we study the collapsed transition present
at high temperatures and high concentration of salt. We also
compare our results with those of Higgs and Joanny@9#. At
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high temperatures, the density of saltrs inside the volume
Vi is slightly higher thanr0 ~see Fig. 4! and, consequently,
we can write

rs5~11d!r0 , ~B1!

whered!1.
The density of free charges along the polymer can always

be defined asr5gr0. In this case, the total density of
charges insideVi is

r15r0~11d1g̃ !, ~B2!

whereg̃5 fg.
If r0, r̄, g̃.1 and, therefore, at high temperatures,

where association becomes irrelevant, the electrostatic con-
tribution to the free energy scales asr3/2. This attractive
interaction is balanced by second virial termW1r

2/2, which
forces PA to collapse.

If the density of salt is bigger than a fixed valuer0. r̄ we
haveg̃,1. Therefore, in this case,d andg̃ can be treated as
small parameters. Solving Eq.~23! for d up to second order
in g̃ gives

d5g̃
1

4T*
z0

~z011!2 F 1

~12Br0!
2 2

1

4T*
z0

~z011!2G
21

2g̃2
1

16T*
z0

~z011!4~12Br0!
3

3F 1

~12Br0!
2 2

1

4T*
z0

~z011!2G
3F ~3z011!~z011!

12Br0

2
1

2T*
z0~123Br0!G . ~B3!

Assuming that both the monomers and the ions of salt are
point particles (B50) and expanding inz0, to leading-order
the expression above reduces to Eq.~3.7! of Higgs and Joan-
ny’s paper@9#. Unlike their analysis, however, we find that
when the full DH theory is used, the unphysical divergence
at 1/(12Br0)

25z0/4T* (z011)2 is actually located inside
the coexistence curve. Since the density of salt is always
outside the coexistence region, this divergence is never en-
countered.

The scaling form of the radius of gyration is then given by
substituting Eq.~B3! into Eq. ~22!

2
3~a221!

4pa3a3N3/21
W1

2
r21W2r

3

2
p f 2

2~T* !2
a3

z0~z011!2~12Br0!
2

3F 1

~12Br0!
2 2

1

4T*
z0

~z011!2G
21

r250 .

~B4!

Note that this expression is just the minimization of the free
energy of a usual polymer with the second virial coefficient
renormalized to

W̃1[
W1

2
2

p f 2

2~T* !2
a3

z0~z011!2~12Br0!
2

3F 1

~12Br0!
2 2

1

4T*
z0

~z011!2G
21

. ~B5!

As in conventional polymers, forW̃1.0 ~good solvent case!,
the polymer will be fully extended, while forW̃1,0 ~bad
solvent case! will assume a globular form. AtT*5Tu* given
by W̃150 in equation above (u solvent!, there is a collapse
transition, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3~b!.

APPENDIX C: THE FIRST-ORDER PHASE TRANSITION
AT LOW TEMPERATURES WHEN r0<rc

If the density of salt is chosen to be on the vapor side of
the coexistence curve, at very low temperatures Eqs.~22!,
~23!, and ~24! exhibit two possible solutions: one with
rs5rv ~low density of salt! and another withrs5r l ~high
density of salt! asT*→0. The first solution exists only for
low temperatures, while the second is present for all tem-
peratures. Consequently, we have to investigate if there
would be a phase transition between these two phases as the
temperature is decreased. In order to address this question,
we have to compare the respective free energies for the two
branches.

The free energy associated with the solution with low
density of salt is obtained by substituting

x'11O~e21/2T* !,

a'ā1O~e21/2T* !,

rs'rv1O~e21/2T* !, ~C1!

into the Eq.~19! what leads to

bGE'2
Nf

2T*
2

Nf

2AprM* T*
1O~e21/2T* !. ~C2!

On the other hand, the free energy associated with the
high density state is obtained by substituting

x'11OS e23/4AprM* T*2 lnT* /8prM*

AT* D ,
a'ā1O~12x!,

rs'rv1O~12x!, ~C3!

into Eq. ~19!. The resulting free energy is given by

bGC'2
Nfx

2T*
2

Nf

2AprM* T*
1OS e23/4AprM* T*2 lnT* /8prM*

AT* D .
~C4!

Comparing Eqs. ~C2! and ~C4! gives that bGC
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'bGE1(12x) fN/2T* , where (12x) scales as
exp$23/4AprM* T*2 lnT* /8prM* %/AT* . Since the last term
in the above expression is positive for low temperatures, the
phase of low density of salt is more stable at low tempera-

tures. This indicates that there is a phase transition between
the dilute globular state and the extended state. Unfortu-
nately, numerical analysis indicates that this transition hap-
pens at very low temperature.
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